THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
long-term loans which are of a rarer, because of a less profitable, kind.
Usury honeycombs the economy of Indo-China, and Is a terrible factor
that needs an immediate solution.
The chettys are the worst of a bad profession. For one thing, they
are better protected by the courts because they are British or French
subjects, and are also highly profitable to the colony's lawyers. Formerly
they were confined to Cochin-China, but are now spreading all over
the Union. Their holdings in Cochin-China are about a fourth of the
rice-fields. Their original grip on the country came after the series of
bad harvests of 1905 through 1907. Starting their operations in the
urban centres, the chettys have extended their influence to the country-
side along with the growth of state credit institutions. Peasants only
have recourse to them when other sources of credit are closed,
is often the case in view of the heavily indebted state of most of the
population. They have the advantage of lending money with a oainimum
of formalities and guarantees. Tfaey have almost no rumiing expenses,,
a great solidarity among themselves, and they apportion the Interest
rate to the material status of the debtor. Up to 1920^ the	cleared
10 per cent profits on their loans, but after that time the French credit
organizations lowered their rate of interest and their income* It fats
been calculated that the Indo-Chinese^ since 1900^ have paid no less
than 182,000,000 piastres to chettys^ of which 42,000,000 were exported
to India, and 40,000,000 reinvested in new loans in the colony.1 Anna-
mite creditors have been no less greedy, but they have inadvertently
benefited their own country by reinvesting their ill-gotten there.
Usury was early recognized to be a great evil in the colony. The
Admirals, by making property	inviolable and by towering the
legal rate on interest, made really mnstractive though
efforts. Although the French have increased the opportunities for
making and circulating money, nevertheless taxes, tariff,
fluctuations, and the dtsappeaiamx of rice granaries,
the AjiBamites* usual aversion to saving, tarre more	the
growth of credit,
Certain faltering attempts to extend! credit,
wore made,in the pre-War era. In 1907, a	&	ww
instituted. It failed through a        of confidence, for the
sure that they would aenrer	see the money they	to?
this imtitiiiioa. Next, an
was	in Tonkia, on the French model,
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